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Abstract: Aiming to problem how to discover service which

user wants in cloud computing situation, using method of

modeling and theoretical analysis, an improved PSO

(particle swarm optimization) algorithm is designed to

handle this problem. Though theoretical derivation, the

correctness of improved PSO algorithm is proofed. The

correctness of theoretical derivation and the improved PSO

algorithm is also verified by the experiment.
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I Introduction
With the development of cloud computing, more

and more application and work is moved from local
computer to the cloud computing side. How to
searching the cloud computing situation remains a
problem to be discussed.

In the paper an improved PSO algorithm is
designed to handle the services discover problem under
cloud computing situation. Though theoretical
derivation, The correctness of the improved PSO
algorithm is proofed. The correctness of theoretical
derivation and the algorithm is verified by the
experiment.

The paper is organized as follow, In second section,
the improved Standard PSO algorithm and cloud
computing services discover problem will be
introduced. In third section, improved PSO algorithm
will be presented to handle center base location
problem. In fourth section, the conclusion of the paper
will be presented.
II Standard PSO algorithm and cloud computing services

discover problem
2.1 Standard PSO algorithm

Standard PSO algorithm is first presented by
Kennedy, Eberhart in 1995[1]. After standard PSO
algorithm, there is a lot of improvement, and several
application and case have already been solved by the PSO
algorithm.

2.2.1 the function of standard PSO algorithm
The position and velocity of swarm as follow:
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The optimization value of the particle i is
marked as:
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The optimization value of the swarm is marked
as:
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Each particle will change position and velocity
the every step based on the follow function:
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2.2.2 The description of the standard PSO algorithm
The step of standard PSO algorithm as follow:

Step 1: initialize the swarm include the position and
velocity
Step 2: using the PSO algorithm to find the optimization
value.

Step 2.1: find the optimization value of each particle( ip )

and optimization value of swarm( igp ).

Step 2.2: update the position and velocity based on
function 4.
Step 2.3: calculate the target function value of each
particle.
Step 2.4: if step number bigger than maximum step
number or the optimization value is reached go to step 3,
else go to step 2.1.
Step 3: Print the optimization value

The improved PSO algorithm have been presented
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by vary papers[2]-[13], for example how to combine the
PSO algorithm with SVM algorithm with optimization
parameters and how to use different kind of improved
PSO algorithm to solve vary problems, in other case the
PSO algorithm is designed to handle discrete problem, the
binary PSO algorithm is presented. the main different
between the standard PSO algorithm and binary PSO
algorithm as follows:

The each particles is only include {0,1}, and the
each particles is calculate as follows:
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idx is the step k particle i
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k
idv is velocity which is calculated by equation 5.

2.2 the problem of the cloud computing services discover
The network service discover is problem of how

to find the services in the computer network. The cloud
computing is new organization way of distribution
system, how to quick find the services in cloud
computing[15] situation is remain a question to
discussed.

III Improved PSO algorithm
3.1 the assumption and definition of the algorithm

The assumption and definition of the algorithm as
follows:

Assumption 1: the cloud computing node's service
probability is updated according to time, but the
probability of the cloud computing services can be
evaluated.

Assumption 2: the algorithm has some target
service, and the particles give is information to other
particles.

Assumption 3: the PSO algorithm's step number is
enough to find target service.

Definition 1: the algorithm searching target
services is called as target services, marked as:

servicetargetis, iii serviceifservicets  (

7)
Definition 2: To each kind of service every

services point has a probability to have this services in
it and services points round it is called services exist
probability, marked as

ijij psp  (8)

ijp is particles the service i in node j .

Definition 3: the different between the number of
services nodes and all nodes is called as service occupy
rate, marked as:

a

s

n
nCP  (9)

sn is the number of the services node, an is the

number of node.
Definition 4: the different number between correct

particles and all particles is called as correct rate of
services' searching, marked as:

a

f

n
n

CR  (10)

fn is particles which is found its target service , an

is total particles' number.
3.2 the step of improved PSO algorithm

The step of improved PSO algorithm as follows:
Step 1: initialize the swarm include the position and
velocity
Step 2: using the PSO algorithm to find the optimization
value.

Step2.1: To each particle find the best probability of ip

and gdp .

Step2.2: update the position(cloud node id) and velocity
based on function 5 and function 6.
Step2.3: calculate the target function value of each
particle
Step2.4: if step number bigger than maximum step
number or the optimization value is reached go to step
3,else go to step 2.1.
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Step 3: Print the optimization value and service's node
3.3 The characters of the improved RPCL algorithm

Theorem 1: In the same algorithm situation, with
increasing of the services kind number, the correct of
services' searching will be decreasing.

Proof:
Suppose the initial problem the algorithm should

find n different kinds of services, the algorithm will
use execute time t .

The second case, the algorithm should searching
kn different kinds of services, in order to find n

different service like first case the algorithm also will
can cost time t , and then the algorithm will spend
some to find the leave k target services. So in the
same time e correct of services' searching will be
decreasing.

Theorem 2: In the same algorithm situation, with
increasing of the particles number, the correct of
services' searching will be increasing.

Proof:
With increasing of the increase of the particles'

number, the information of each particles each round
will increases and the particles number increase the
particles will searching the same area in less time, so
with the increasing of the particles number ,the correct
of services' searching will be increasing.

IV Experiment
Experiment of this paper is organized as follows,

To each Experiment round the PSO algorithm executes
1000 steps. Each experiment data will be run 10 times
in different particle number and target service numbers.
Table 1 shows the experiment data of the paper:

Table 1 the experiment data of the paper

Cloud id Services

kind

Cloud point

number

Services

occupy

1 5 20 80.00%

2 10 50 90.00%

3 20 100 97.00%

4 30 150 97.33%

5 40 200 97.00%

6 50 300 97.00%

As table 1 show, in order to find the characteristic
of algorithm, the different experiment is vary from the
small to big. Following contents shows the result of the

experiment:
Figure 1 shows the relationship between target

services number and correct rate of services' searching
in different test sets
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Figure 1 the relationship between target services number and correct rate

of services' searching

As figure 1 show, with the increasing of the target
services number, the correct rate of services' searching
is decreasing. It fits the theorem 1.

Figure 2 shows PSO's particles' number and
correct rate of services's searching in different test sets:
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Figure 2 the relationship between PSO's particles' number and correct

rate of services' searching

As figure 2 presented, in the same target services
number, with the increase of the particle number, the
correct rate of services' searching is also increasing. It
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fits the theorem 2.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between step

number and correct rate of services' searching
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Figure 3 the relationship between step number and correct rate of

services' searching

As figure 3 shows, with the increasing of the step
number and algorithm executing , the correct rate of
service's searching is increasing. It means that with
executing of algorithm, the algorithm is searching for
optimization services for the users.

VConclusion
In the paper an improved PSO algorithm is

designed to handle the problem of services discover
under cloud computing. Though theoretical derivation,
the correctness of improved PSO algorithm is proofed.
The correctness of the algorithm is also verified by the
experiment.

Although the improved the PSO algorithm can
handle cloud computing service searching problem, but
how to make an algorithm which is more efficient to
solve the cloud computing serve searching problem. It
remain a question to be discussed.
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